


Lucey

When you quilt with Lucey, you’ll quickly understand why APQS quilting machines are known 
for being easy to use and simple to operate. Everything is designed, engineered and crafted to 
be approachable, inviting and simple to use. Lucey offers the throat space of our top-of-the-line 
machines – making it an exceptional value. 

Lucey feels as if somebody handcrafted  

a quilting machine  
just for you.

What makes Lucey unique? 

Specifications
Throat size: 26" x 101/2"

Standard Bliss Table: 8', 10' or 12' 

Weight: 44 lbs (19.96 kg)

Needle speed: 0-3500 SPM

Footprint: 5’ 3” W x 8', 10' or 12' L

Front & rear multi-position handles
Easily adjust Lucey’s multi-position front and rear handles 
from both sides of the machine to fit you comfortably. The 
front handles are independently adjustable up and down 
while also featuring tilting hand grips to help you enjoy 
longer quilting sessions and avoid muscle strain. Their 
design provides great needle visibility and lets you quilt 
longer with less fatigue.

Standard BlissTM Table
Our Standard Bliss Table offers great time-saving features 
and comes in 8-, 10- and 12-foot lengths. For example, all 
the quilt layers load from the top so you can easily change 
the bobbin in the middle of the quilt, smooth out batting,  
or even sit as you quilt. Two simple compression brakes 
hold the rollers in place, allowing you to independently 
adjust each quilt layer for smooth quilts. 

All machines come standard with our exclusive Bliss  
Track System. Specially designed horizontal wheels on the 
sewing head and roller bearings on the table rails provide 
smooth, effortless movement, allowing you to quilt for 
hours without feeling tired.

Lucey owners can upgrade to a Deluxe Bliss Table, which 
makes it possible to add the Automatic Quilt Advance and 
Overhead Lighting to the machine.

Available options for Lucey 
• Quilt Path™ computerized quilting system 
• Overhead lighting* 
• Deluxe Bliss Table upgrade 
• Automatic Quilt Advance with foot pedal control* 
• Hydraulic table lift 
• In-home set-up by factory-certified technician

Features that add exceptional value
Lucey has the throat space of our top-of-the line machines 
for more quilting space and offers simple features without 
compromising quality. Dial in the stitch length you want 
using the easy side-panel control. Enable the stitch regulator 
with a simple button push, and you’re ready to quilt. 

Straight line horizontal quilting
The built-in horizontal straight line quilting lock helps you 
load quilts quickly and easily, keeping them straight and 
secure. Easily baste quilts for hand quilters.

* Can be added to Lucey when upgraded to a Deluxe Bliss Table.


